THE AMBASSADORS of Australia and Turkey, Ralph King and Sakir Ozkan Torunlar are expected to attend the 105th anniversary ceremony commemorating the victory by an Australian light horse unit over Ottoman forces at Tzemach railway station.

The event, hosted by Kinneret Academic College which is located on the site of the battle, will be held on Wednesday, September 20 at 5.45 p.m. In the knowledge that yesterday’s friends may be today’s enemies and yesterday’s enemies may be today’s friends, the ceremony will be held under the slogan of Yesterday’s foes – Today’s partners.

Turkish representatives have consistently attended Australian memorial events in Jerusalem, Beersheba, and Tzemach related to the First World War, when the armies of the two countries fought against each other.

Also expected to attend the ceremony are the military attaches of Australia, Turkey, Germany, the UK, and India, as well as some representing other countries.